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“My licensing is a MESS. 
I don’t know if I am 
overprovisioned or 
making the most of 
the feature sets of the 
licensing I do have.”

“With all the recent 
changes to Microsoft, 
I don’t understand if I 
should be on E3, E5, A3, 
or something else. It’s 
such a headache.”

“When I reach out 
to my VAR about 
understanding my 
Microsoft Licensing, 
they ask me how 
many licenses they 
want us to have 
quoted. I don’t want 
a quote – I want help 
and expertise.”

Common 
challenges 
we hear:

Between keeping systems running, driving innovation, 
aligning with business objectives, and keeping the 
organization secure from cyber threats, there are 
simply not enough hours in the day. The complexity 
of Microsoft licensing only adds to your challenges, 
consuming valuable time and budget.

At MNJ, you have access to Microsoft licensing experts dedicated 
to unraveling the complexity for you. Our full or partially managed 
licensing services allow you to regain control and the freedom to 
focus on big-picture priorities. 

Gain Clarity and Confidence
We perform an in-depth discovery to determine all your 
Microsoft licensing requirements. No more guessing if you 
have the right licenses or if you’re over- or under-licensed. 

Our Microsoft licensing professionals choose and 
implement the best licensing solution for your needs while 
ensuring you remain 100% compliant.

Reduce Costs and Increase Efficiency
We help you consolidate fragmented subscriptions while 
leveraging the best available plans and discounts to 
prevent overspending.

We track adds, moves, and changes, handle renewals, and 
report on utilization so your internal teams don’t have to.

Managed IT 
Support Services 
for Microsoft 365



Smartly administer licenses to free up valuable time. 

Consolidate. Optimize. Simplify. Transform. 
Microsoft Licensing doesn’t need to be a headache.

About MNJ 
MNJ is a leading Digital Transformation and IT Solutions Provider. We’ll keep you 
ahead of the curve with our proven practice areas, focus on customer success, 
and extensive partner ecosystem.

Experience & Expertise
•  50+ Alliance Software

Engineers

•  200+ Alliance Data Centers

•  21 years average experience
for MNJ engineers

Consistent Execution
•   20 years in business

•  12 years average
customer tenure

•  2,800 active satisfied
customers

Company Culture
We’re a women-owned family 
business and we treat our 
employees and customers 
like family. We’re friendly, 
passionate, and committed 
to excellence.

Spend less time worrying about Microsoft licensing and more time driving real impact. 
Contact us at mnjats@mnjtech.com for a complimentary consultation and free assessment.

Drive True Business Impact
With simplified Microsoft licensing 
provided as a managed service, you 
and your IT staff are free to shift focus 
away from licenses and audits, and 
toward strategic work that fuels your 
organization’s competitive advantage.

With full visibility and control over your 
Microsoft investment, as well as guidance 
on how to optimize costs over time, you 
can make data-driven decisions that 
support key priorities and goals.

Set It and Forget It 
When you engage our Microsoft 
licensing managed services, you get 
easy, painless access to the Microsoft 
technology your business depends 
on every day. 

Eliminate wasted hours trying to 
figure it out on your own. We make 
sure your Microsoft licensing works 
so you can focus on supporting 
other priority areas of the business.

Benefits of MNJ’s 
Microsoft Services
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